
ELAC – Eastleigh Local Area Committee Wednesday 17 July 2019.

Application Number: F/19/85188
Case Officer: Gary Osmond
Received Date: Wednesday 13 March 2019

Site Address: GATE 2 EASTLEIGH RAIL WORKS, CAMPBELL ROAD,, 
EASTLEIGH, SO50 5AD

Applicant: Diageo Pension Trust Limited.

Proposal: Reconfiguration of existing vehicular site access (Gate 2) 
and associated works including repositioned boundary fence 
and demolition of building.

Recommendation: PERMIT

CONDITIONS AND REASONS

1 The development hereby permitted shall be implemented in accordance with 
the following plans numbered: PL02 Rev C, PL04 Rev D, PL05 Rev C, PL07 
Rev D, PL15 Rev E & PL20 Rev C.
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.

2 The development hereby permitted shall start no later than three years from the 
date of this decision.
Reason: To comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 
1990.

3 No construction or demolition work shall start until a Method Statement has 
been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority. 
Demolition and construction work shall only take place in accordance with the 
approved method statement which shall include:
a) measures to control the emission of dust and dirt generated by demolition 
and construction works, including measures to prevent mud on the highway;
b) a scheme for controlling noise and vibration from demolition and construction 
activities;
c) the arrangements for deliveries associated with all construction works, 
loading/ unloading of plant & materials and restoration of any damage to the 
highway including vehicle crossovers and grass verges; and
d) protection of pedestrian routes during demolition and construction.
Reason: To limit the impact the development has on the amenity of the locality.

4 Development shall not commence until a management strategy has been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority covering 
the application site and any adjoining land which will be used during the 
demolition and construction period. Such a strategy shall include the following 
matters:
a) details of the area subject to construction activity;
b) details of cranes and other tall construction equipment (including the details 



of obstacle lighting) – Such schemes shall comply with Advice Note 4 ‘Cranes 
and Other Construction Issues’(available at https://www.aoa.org.uk/policy-
campaigns/operations-safety/ );
c) control of activities likely to produce dust and smoke etc;
d) details of temporary lighting – Such details shall comply with Advice Note 2 
‘Lighting Near Aerodromes’ (available at 
www.aoa.org.uk/publications/safeguarding.asp );
e) height of storage areas for materials or equipment; and
f) control and disposal of putrescible waste to prevent attraction of birds. 
The approved strategy (or any variation approved in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority) shall be implemented for the duration of the construction 
period.
Reason: To ensure that construction work and construction equipment on the 
site and adjoining land does not breach the Obstacle Limitation Surface (OLS) 
surrounding Southampton Airport and endanger aircraft movements and the 
safe operation of the aerodrome.

5 The development is close to the aerodrome and/or aircraft taking off from or 
landing at the aerodrome.  Lighting schemes required during construction and 
on the completed development shall be of a flat glass, full cut off design, 
mounted horizontally, and shall ensure that there is no light spill above the 
horizontal.
Reason: To avoid endangering the safe operation of aircraft through confusion 
with aeronautical ground lights or glare.

6 No construction, demolition or deliveries to the site shall take place during the 
construction period except between the hours of 0800 to 1800 Mondays to 
Fridays or 0900 to 1300 on Saturdays and not at all on Sundays or Bank 
Holidays.
Reason: To protect the amenities of the occupiers of nearby dwellings.

7 No burning of materials obtained by site clearance or any other source shall 
take place during the demolition, construction and fitting out process.
Reason: To protect the amenities of the occupiers of nearby properties.

8 All development shall be stopped immediately in the event that contamination 
not previously identified is found to be present on the development site and 
details of the contamination shall be reported immediately in writing to the Local 
Planning Authority (LPA).  

Development shall not re-start on site until the following details have then been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the LPA:-
(a) a scheme and sampling strategy outlining a site investigation and risk 
assessments designed to assess the nature and extent of any contamination on 
the site. 
(b) a written report of the findings which includes, a description of the extent, 
scale and nature of contamination, an assessment of all potential risks to known 
receptors, an update of the conceptual site model (devised in the desktop 
study), identification of all contaminant linkages and unless otherwise agreed in 
writing by the LPA and identified as unnecessary in the written report, an 

https://www.aoa.org.uk/policy-campaigns/operations-safety/
https://www.aoa.org.uk/policy-campaigns/operations-safety/
http://www.aoa.org.uk/publications/safeguarding.asp


appraisal of remediation options and proposal of the preferred option(s) 
identified as appropriate for the type of contamination found on site.
and (unless otherwise first agreed in writing by the LPA),
(c) a detailed remediation scheme designed to bring the site to a condition 
suitable for the intended use by removing unacceptable risks to human health, 
buildings and other property and the natural and historical environment. The 
scheme should include all works to be undertaken, proposed remediation 
objectives and remediation criteria, timetable of works, site management 
procedures and a verification plan outlining details of the data to be collected in 
order to demonstrate the completion of the remediation works and any 
arrangements for the continued monitoring of identified contaminant linkages;

and before any part of the development is occupied or used (unless otherwise 
first agreed in writing by the LPA) a verification report demonstrating the 
effectiveness of the remediation works carried out and a completion certificate 
confirming that the approved remediation scheme has been implemented in full 
shall both have been submitted to and approved in writing by the LPA. 

The above site works, details and certification submitted shall be in accordance 
with the approved scheme and undertaken by a competent person in 
accordance with best practice as outlined in BS10175:2011 and CLR11. Any 
gas monitoring deemed appropriate is to be in accordance with best practice as 
outlined in such documents as BS8576:2013, BS 8485:2015, Claire RB17 and 
CIRIA C665.

Reason: To ensure that risks from land contamination to the future users of the 
land and neighbouring land are minimised, together with those to controlled 
waters, property and ecological systems, and to ensure that the development 
can be carried out safely without unacceptable risks to workers, neighbours and 
other off site receptors.

Note to Applicant: In accordance with paragraph 38 of the National Planning 
Policy Framework (February 2019), Eastleigh Borough Council takes a positive 
approach to the handling of development proposals so as to achieve, whenever 
possible, a positive outcome and to ensure all proposals are dealt with in a 
timely manner.

Note to Applicant: Applicants should be aware that the S278 Minor Works 
process will need to be entered into with HCC as Highway Authority in order to 
actually undertake works on the highway, details of which can be found via the 
following link - 
https://www.hants.gov.uk/transport/developers/constructionstandards#step-2 It 
is recommended that applicants engage in this process at their earliest 
convenience.



Report:

This application has been referred to Committee by Councillors Bicknell, 
Campbell, Clarke and Irish, as well as for reasons of completeness and public 
interest.

Description of Application

1. The application seeks consent for the reconfiguration of an existing vehicular 
site access, which is situated between main Gates 2 & 3 on the eastern side of 
Campbell Road, together with associated works including a repositioned 
boundary fence and demolition of a building.

Topography, Trees & Boundary Treatment

2. This section of Campbell Road is relatively flat and level, albeit the works side 
of the boundary fence does lie at a slightly lower level. There are no trees on 
or adjacent to the gate location and the railway works boundaries with the road 
are marked in this location by 1.8 – 2.0 metre high steel palisade fencing.

Site Characteristics & Character of Locality

3. This access is principally used for HGV access into the railway works by the 
main site occupier, Arlington Fleet Services. Whilst it does not deal with the 
same level of traffic as the main Gates 2 & 3, it is used on a fairly regular 
basis.

4. The immediate surrounding area is very industrial in character, having been in 
use as a railway and manufacturing works for more than a hundred years. It is 
also in close proximity to the main Southampton to London railway line, as well 
as being under the flight path for Southampton Airport. However, there are 
also a significant number of residential properties situated further south along 
Campbell Road, which share the same access route along Campbell Road to 
Southampton Road.

Relevant Planning History

5. Despite the length of time the railway works have been in operation, formal 
planning history is relatively limited. Notwithstanding this, the site has a long 
established B2 general industrial use, albeit specifically related to railway use 
and ancillary operations. This has been formally established through the 
issuing of a Lawful Development Certificate in 2008.

6. In recent years with the winding down of railway operations on site, a number 
of other occupiers have moved in to make use of empty buildings, some with 
and some without any formal planning approval. The new site owners and 
landlord is now looking to rectify and formalise this situation through the 
submission of a series of planning applications, some of which are currently 
under consideration. However, in the case of this application, this is not the 
situation. Instead, this application is to improve vehicular (HGV) access to the 



Arlington Fleet Services depot, which would not only make their operation 
more efficient but also assist in addressing a number of highway safety and 
access issues associated with use of the existing gated access.

Representations Received

7. A total of 11 representations have been received for this application: 9 
objecting; and 2 highlighting concerns. The following issues have been raised:

 Suitability of the Campbell Road railway bridge for HGV traffic (length, size 
and weight).

 History of damage to the bridge due to the length and type of vehicles 
using it.

 Increase in traffic.
 Inconsiderate and illegal parking along Campbell Road.
 Access issues for residents and emergency vehicles.
 Highway safety.
 Pedestrian safety.
 Air and noise pollution.
 Repeated damage to the highway.
 Asbestos from demolition.

Consultation Responses

8. Hampshire Highways – No objection subject to the applicant entering into a 
S278 Minor Works agreement with HCC.

9. “The application essentially improves the vehicle access into site at Gate 2, 
widening the access with a bell mouth rather than vehicle crossover which 
improves visibility. Onwards, it is proposed to set the gates back further into 
site to ensure that waiting vehicles do not obstruct Campbell Road for other 
users.”

10.Environmental Health (Noise & Air Quality) – No objection.

11.Environmental Health (Land Contamination) – No objection subject to 
conditions relating to actions which must be taken should contamination be 
found during the course of demolition or construction works.

12.Southampton Airport Safeguarding – No objection subject to the submission 
and approval of a Demolition and Construction Management Strategy to 
ensure the safeguarding of aircraft using the aerodrome.

13.Network Rail – No comments received.

Policy Context:  Designation Applicable to Site

 Within Built-up Area Boundary
 Within an Established Industrial/Employment Area



 Close to Established Residential Area

Development Plan Saved Policies and Emerging Local Plan Policies

14.Eastleigh Borough Local Plan Review (2001-2011) saved Policies: 25.NC, 
59.BE, 69.BE, 102.T & 111.E

15.Submitted Eastleigh Borough Local Plan 2011 - 2029, July 2014
The Eastleigh Borough Local Plan 2011-2029 was submitted for examination 
in July 2014 but the Inspector concluded that insufficient housing was being 
provided for in the Plan and that it was unsound.  While this has not been 
withdrawn and remains a material consideration, it can therefore be 
considered to have extremely limited weight in the determination of this 
application.

16.Emerging Eastleigh Borough Local Plan 2016-2036
The Council undertook public consultation on an updated Local Plan (2016 – 
2036) during the summer of 2018 with the plan being formally submitted to the 
Secretary of State in October 2018. Given the status of the Emerging Plan, it 
is considered that limited weight can be attributed to it.

17.Supplementary Planning Documents

 Supplementary Planning Document: Quality Places (November 2011)
 Supplementary Planning Document: Planning Obligations (July 2008, 

updated 2010)

National Planning Policy Framework

18.At a national level, the National Planning Policy Framework (the ‘NPPF’ or the 
‘Framework’) is a material consideration of significant weight in the 
determination of planning applications. The NPPF states that (as required by 
statute) applications for planning permission must be determined in 
accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise and sets out a general presumption in favour of sustainable 
development.

19.The three identified dimensions of sustainability should to be sought jointly: 
economic (supporting economy and ensuring land availability); social 
(providing housing, creating high quality environment with accessible local 
services); and environmental (contributing to, protecting and enhancing 
natural, built and historic environment) whilst local circumstances should also 
be taken into account, so that development appropriately responds to the 
different opportunities for achieving sustainable development in different areas.

National Planning Practice Guidance 

20.Where material, this guidance should be afforded weight in the consideration 
of planning applications. 



Policy Commentary

21.The above policies and guidance combine to form the criteria against which 
this application will be assessed with particular regard to: the principle of that 
proposed; its layout and design; traffic and highway safety impact; impact upon 
the amenity of the area and neighbouring uses; as well as nature conservation.

Assessment of Proposal: Development Plan and / or Legislative 
Background

22.Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 states:-

"If regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any 
determination to be made under the planning Acts the determination must 
be made in accordance with the plan unless material considerations 
indicate otherwise."

In this case policy issues for consideration include:

Principle

23.The application site lies within the urban edge where the basic principle of 
development is considered to be acceptable. It also lies within an established 
industrial/employment area, meaning that further proposals for similar 
development would be generally appropriate for the nature of the surrounding 
area. However, any formal planning approval will be based upon the exact 
nature, design and impact of that proposed being considered appropriate and 
in accordance with the relevant Local Plan policies and Supplementary 
Planning Documents. The most relevant policy in this case is saved Policy 
59.BE of the adopted Local Plan which requires development to take full and 
proper account of the context of the site including the character and 
appearance of the locality and be appropriate in mass, scale, materials, layout, 
design and siting. It also requires a satisfactory means of access and layout for 
vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians, and avoid unduly impacting on neighbouring 
uses and occupiers. Other saved policies of relevance are 69.BE, 102.T and 
111.E.

24.Saved Policy 69.BE relates to the Southampton International Airport Public 
Safety Zone, and states that “Development proposals which would increase 
the population living or working in the Southampton International Airport Public 
Safety Zone will not be permitted.” In this instance the proposals are intended 
to improve the existing situation and would not result in any population 
increase.

25.Saved Policy 102.T relates to development which requires a new or improved 
access and states that this would be permitted provided that proposed does 
not “i. interfere with the safety, function and standard of service of the road 
network; or ii. Have adverse environmental implications and is to the adopted 
standard of the highway authority.”



26.Saved Policy 111.E specifically relates to industrial development or 
redevelopment proposals within the Eastleigh Railway Works site. This sets 
out a number of criteria which must be met as part of any development 
proposals. However, the policy is more relevant to larger scale redevelopment 
of the site rather than minor works such as that proposed within this planning 
application.

27. In simple planning principle therefore, the proposed alterations and 
improvements to the existing gated access are acceptable.

Layout & Design

28.The application seeks consent for the reconfiguration of an existing vehicular 
site access, which is situated between main Gates 2 & 3 on the eastern side of 
Campbell Road, together with associated works including a repositioned 
boundary fence and demolition of a building which is required to provide 
sufficient room to reconfigure the access. The proposed alterations to the 
access will allow for improved access to the Arlington works principally for 
HGVs but will also be used by staff and all other vehicles accessing the 
Arlington works part of the site. This will involve setting the access gates 
further into the site and at a more suitable angle, thereby making it easier for 
HGVs to enter and exit the works without the need to manoeuvre all the way 
across Campbell Road. It will also provide room for HGVs to pull off the 
highway whilst waiting for the gates to open, thereby removing the need for 
vehicles to wait on Campbell Road obstructing access for other highway users.

29. In terms of layout and design, that proposed would appear to be a sensible 
improvement over the existing situation which would not only allow Arlington to 
operate more efficiently but also lessen impact on other highway users.

Traffic & Highway Issues

30.The main concern raised by those who have objected or commented upon the 
application relates to the suitability of the Campbell Road railway bridge as 
access to the railway works site, particularly for large HGVs. Their concerns 
relate to difficulties experienced by HGVs turning the sharp bends at either end 
of the bridge, which has resulted in regular damage to the structure, the weight 
of these large goods vehicles and conflicts between vehicles and pedestrians, 
as well as residents and those accessing the commercial businesses within 
the railway works site. These are all very valid concerns which appear to have 
increased over recent years as the nature of business activities within the 
railway works site have changed. As such, anything which can realistically be 
done to improve the existing situation would be welcomed.

31.Some residents have made reference to a meeting between residents and 
Network Rail representatives who are quoted as stating that the bridge has a 
weight limit of 24 tons. Network Rail has been consulted on the application and 
has been asked specifically to comment upon this point but to date no 
response has been received. Without evidence to the contrary, it must 
therefore be presumed that the bridge is not subject to any form of restriction 



on the weight, length or nature of vehicles which can use it, indeed there is no 
such signage on the bridge. Whilst a reasonable concern, this cannot be used 
as a reason to refuse or unnecessarily restrict this particular planning 
application.

32. In the case of this application, the proposed alterations are intended to 
improve upon the existing access and will not result in any increased vehicular 
movements or change to the nature of those movements associated with the 
Arlington works. Whilst this would not address the concerns raised in relation 
to the bridge, it would greatly improve upon issues of highway obstruction by 
waiting HGVs and highway safety through much improved manoeuvring space 
and sightlines when exiting the site. As such the application is considered to 
accord with these elements of saved Policies 59.BE and 102.T of the adopted 
Local Plan.

Amenity

33.A further benefit of the improved access is that it would become the main 
access point for the Arlington works and all traffic associated with it. This 
would result in less movements using Gate 3 further to the south along 
Campbell Road, which is the closest gate to residential properties. As such this 
should help to reduce disturbance to those residents adjacent to Gate 3.

34.Access to the revised gate will be required 24/7 for Arlington and their sub-
tenants to fulfil National Rail requirements for the servicing of railway rolling 
stock. This is the same as the current situation but without the need to 
continue using Gate 3, and due to the access being 190 metres away from the 
closest residential property, it is not envisaged that this would result in any 
unacceptable disturbance to the amenity of residents.

35.A potential temporary source of disturbance could result from the demolition of 
the building required provide room for the new access, and the construction of 
the access itself. However, this can be addressed through conditions relating 
to demolition/construction hours, as well as dust suppression, etc.

Nature Conservation

36.The site and immediate surrounding area is not subject to any nature 
conservation designations and is unlikely to be used by protected species such 
as bats due to the high level of activity throughout the day and night, as well as 
lighting of the works site overnight which would not be suitable for bats to roost 
or forage.

Planning Obligation / Considerations

37. In this instance the only planning obligations which could be sought would be 
towards sustainable transport and highway improvements. However, given that 
the proposed works are intended to improve an existing situation rather than 
allow for an increase in vehicle movements, there would be no further impact 



upon the local highway network. As such, planning obligations could not be 
sought.

Other Material Considerations

38.A further potential benefit of the proposals is the ability to widen the pavement 
along the eastern side of Campbell Road up to Gate 2. At present the 
pavement peters out to nothing well before Gate 2 meaning that pedestrians 
must walk on the carriageway all the way up to and over the railway bridge. 
The demolition of the building would allow the existing boundary fence to be 
moved back giving scope to widen the footway. This would require the owners 
of the railway works to gift a strip of land to the highway authority, which it is 
believed they might be agreeable to in principle, although further discussions 
would be required with Hampshire Highways.

39.Notwithstanding this potential further benefit of the application, it is not 
considered that this could be used as a prerequisite to granting planning 
permission for the revised access, although it would certainly be an additional 
bonus for all those using Campbell Road.

Conclusion

40.Notwithstanding the strong concerns expressed in relation to the Campbell 
Road railway bridge, it is not considered that the proposed development would 
result in any further impact upon the existing difficulties experienced by all who 
have to access Campbell Road. This could not therefore be used as a 
justifiable reason to refuse the application. However, the application does 
provide the opportunity to significantly improve highway safety and residential 
amenity, as well as operations for Arlington, who are a significant local 
employer.

41. It is therefore considered that the application achieves the three dimensions of 
sustainability as identified by the NPPF (social, economic and environmental), 
as well as accord with the requirements of saved Policies 59.BE, 69.BE, 102.T 
& 111.E of the adopted Eastleigh Borough Local Plan Review (2001-2011) and 
the Council’s ‘Quality Places’ Supplementary Planning Document. As such, the 
application is therefore recommended for approval subject to the conditions set 
out above.


